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Visual Programming Fundamentals

Micro-computing with Raspberry Pi

Engineering Design Cycle

 Robotics

 Debugging

Exploring Hardware & Robotics
Visual Programming III

We live in a fascinating time – the rise of the Internet of Things means we have homes 
that control our thermostats, watches that track all of our vital signs and sleep patterns, 
and even tracking devices for our dogs.

In our Hardware & Robotics camp, students create their own contributions to the 
Internet of Things. Using Raspberry Pi* and SNAP!, students learn how to program 
robots, drones, and sensing devices, and they see first-hand how software makes 
hardware work. In this course, students gain key insights into the foundations of 
computer science while flexing their creative muscles. At the end of the week, students 
get to show off their skills by programming their own drone. 

*Raspberry Pi is a trademark of the Raspberry Pi Foundation

generationcode.com
info@generationcode.com

projects

 Designing a maze-running program for a 
robot 

Building a sensing device 

Completing a program and hardware 
component that displays information 

Creating a programmed drone 

Building a multi-task robot

 AGES 9-11  |  1 WEEK  |  Monday - Friday: 10-4

Location
Washington D.C. - NYCDA Campus 

Sessions
July 24-28  |  August 14-18 

$799  |  Snacks Provided



camp overview

Path 
Navigation 

Hardware 

Final Project

Graduation Ceremony

Students use sensors to build 
a robot that can complete a 
maze.

Students learn robotics 
engineering with Raspberry Pi* 
and SNAP!

Students create a drone 
powered by a Raspberry Pi.

Exploring Hardware & Robotics 
Visual Programming III
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info@generationcode.com

10:00 AM   |    Intro + Kickstart Activity

10:30 AM   |    Explain and Explore

11:00 AM    |    Engagement Activity

12:00 PM   |    Lunch

01:00 PM   |   Project Time

02:00 PM   |   Paired Programming + 
 Presentations

03:00 PM   |   Wrap-Up Activity

04:00 PM   |    Dismissal

Contact Us
camps@generationcode.com

(866) 407-2345

*Raspberry Pi is a trademark of the Raspberry Pi Foundation

prerequisites
This camp requires familiarity 
with visual programming basics.

NYCDA DC Campus 
1133 15th St NW, Suite #200 
Washington, DC 20005

M-F 10:00 am - 04:00 pm

Expert teachers and coders will 
support your child throughout his 
or her GC camp experience.

What to bring: Lunch (unrefrigerated) 
and a laptop with charger

daily schedule
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